The Tri-Angle Sharpmaker

Model 204

knivesplus.com
Dear Customer,

This product has been produced for people like you who have a need and can appreciate a well-engineered tool. This manual complements the tremendous amount of time that has gone into the development of this sharpening device, enabling you to achieve the highest level of performance from your Tri-Angle Sharpmaker.

So... please take 10 minutes to read it! Lock up the kids, hide in the garage or bring it along with you to your favorite "water closet". The time spent will be returned tenfold. Lastly, we know you will enjoy your Sharpmaker and that in many years of service it gives, you'll agree that a sharp tool is a safe tool.

Spyderco
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Spyderco sharpening stones are made of “High Alumina Ceramic”, a U.S.A. made material with the ability to cut any metal known to man. They measure 9 on the Mohs hardness scale (out of 10), and neither grit (medium or fine) requires lubricants such as oil or water for use. The medium grit stones will wear out over time (lasting an average of 3 to 5 years with consistent use); the fine grit stones will show little or no wear.

The Tri-Angle Sharpmaker stones can be used to file any type of metal, including:
- Stainless steel (all types)
- Tool steel
- Stellite
- Tools made from (or tipped with) tungsten carbide, cobalt or titanium

The Sharpmaker’s properly engineered design and construction will sharpen new knives sharper than their factory-delivered edge. The sharpening action produces the proper “scratch pattern”, creating a finely polished edge on both plain and serrated knives. Remember, “A Sharp Tool is a Safe Tool”.

Safety First

Caution: Sharpening is an inherently dangerous activity. This product should always be used with the safety rods in place and with the utmost care and caution.
- ALWAYS hold Sharpmaker on flat stationary surface below waist level.
- Safety rods are designed to prevent injury should you slip off stone or tip unit over during sharpening; therefore, ALWAYS keep hand behind and below safety rods, and NEVER use Sharpmaker without safety rods in place (unless otherwise instructed).
- ALWAYS use slow deliberate strokes, as they are more safe and effective than quick motions (which may not sharpen the whole blade).
**Sharpening Steps ~ Different Grit Stones Described**

*Note: The following steps will be referred to repeatedly throughout this book.*

Keep in mind as you review these sharpening steps that:
- The gray (medium grit) stones provide faster metal removal, while the white (fine grit) stones provide a final finish.
- Both the corners and the flat surfaces of any stone may be used; the corners cut faster than the flat surfaces.

**Step #1 - Shaping**
- Use the corner of the gray stone to shape an edge or set a bevel (as it cuts the fastest).

**Step #2 - Utility**
- Use the flat surface of the gray stone to produce a utility edge.

**Step #3 - Honing**
- Use the corner of the white stone to produce a very sharp edge.

**Step #4 - Razor**
- Use the flat surface of the white stone to produce a razor edge (as it is very fine).

---

**Knife Sharpening**

*Remember:*
- Use both safety rods, keeping hand behind and below rods.
- Be sure that 204 and tool to be sharpened are both clean (for instructions on how to clean your 204, please see section titled “Cleaning Your Tri-Angle Sharpmaker”).
Plain Edge (40° Angle) Step #1 & Step #2

Step #1
- Use 40° angle slots on base. 
  (corners facing each other) 
  Achieves Shaped Edge

Step #2
- Use 40° angle slots on base. 
  (flats facing each other) 
  Achieves Utility Edge

- Start with Step #1 then continue through Step #2, Step #3, & Step #4 (next page for #3 & #4).
- Press hard enough to remove metal (excess pressure does not improve performance).
- Always keep knife blade straight up and down (so knife blade is perpendicular to base)
  easiest grasp is with thumb on top of blade.
- Always sharpen entire blade from heel to tip, drawing blade towards you as you “slice” down stone.
- For each step, give 20 strokes on each side (alternating strokes between right and left stones for a total of 40 strokes).
- If knife has not reached desired sharpness, repeat process (a knife’s first sharpening will require the greatest amount of sharpening strokes).
- When one area of stone is loaded with steel (i.e. to where it is no longer cutting metal), rotate stone in base to clean area.
Plain Edge (40° Angle) Step #3 & Step #4

- Use 40° angle slots on base. (corners facing each other)
  Achieves Honed Edge

- Start with Step #1, then continue through Step #2, Step #3, & Step #4 (previous page Step #1 & Step #2).
- Press hard enough to remove metal (excess pressure does not improve performance).
- Always keep knife blade straight up and down (so knife blade is perpendicular to base)
  - easiest grasp is with thumb on top of blade.
- Always sharpen entire blade from heel to tip, drawing blade towards you as you “slice” down stone.
- When one area of stone is loaded with steel (i.e. to where it is no longer cutting metal), rotate stone
  in base to clean area.
- For each of the four steps, give 20 strokes on each side (alternating strokes between right and left
  stones for a total of 40 strokes).
- If knife has not reached desired sharpness, repeat process (a knife’s first sharpening will require the
  greatest amount of sharpening strokes).

- Use 40° angle slots (flats facing each other)
  Achieves Razor Edge
**Back Bevel (30° Angle)** * Optional Step A

Note: This step should only be used after steps #1-4 have failed to produce the desired results. This step removes shoulders from oversharpened knives.

- Use 30° angle slots on base.
- Start with Step #1 (reference page 4).
- Similar to sharpening plain edge knives (40° angle).
- Use this sharpening angle to displace metal.

* Always follow with 40° angle sharpening (to avoid displacing too much metal).

* This should be of particular interest to food service personnel.
Serrated Edge (40° Angle) - Spyderco Recommended

- Use 40° angle slots on base.
- (corners facing each other)
- Achieves Honed Edge

- Use Step #3 only (reference page 5).
- Done in same manner as sharpening plain edge knives (corners of stones will slide in and out of serrations).
- Sharpen entire blade heel to tip.
- Alternate to sharpen on both sides (even if original sharpening is only on one side) - this will create a straighter cut and a stronger edge when using the serrated knife.

Serrated Edge (40° Angle) - Alternate Single Bevel

- Use 40° angle slots on base.
- Use Step #3 only (reference page 5).
- Similar to sharpening serrated edge knives (40° angle - Spyderco recommended), except use 3-to-1 ratio to remove burr created (i.e. 3 strokes on side with serrations for every 1 stroke on opposite side).
- Note that 3-to-1 ratio will create a sharper but ultimately weaker serration edge - this edge will have a much shorter life and will need to be sharpened with increased frequency to be maintained.
**Flexible Blade**

- Start with Step #1, then proceed to Step #3 (reference page 4,5).*
- Sharpen in same manner as rigid knives, but apply sufficient side pressure to sharpen cutting edge.
- Maintain pressure the full length of blade to sharpen tip.

* Note: Use only these steps because there is only one point of contact between blade and stone.

---

**Caution:** Sharpening is an inherently dangerous activity. This product should always be used with the safety rods in place and with the utmost care and caution.
Electric Knife

- Use Step #3 only (reference page 5).
- Sharpen both blades separately (left blade on left stone, right blade on right stone).
- Sharpen beveled side only, holding blade straight up and down like regular knife.
- DO NOT ALTERNATE FROM SIDE TO SIDE.
- Apply 20 strokes to each blade.
- Sharpening on one side only will create a burr on the opposite side - after sharpening beveled side, lay blade flat against stone on opposite side and stroke down 1 stroke to remove burr.
**Alternate Blade Styles Sharpening**

Remember:
- Use both safety rods, keeping hand behind and below rods.
- Be sure that 204 and tool to be sharpened are both clean (for instructions on how to clean your 204, please see section titled “Cleaning Your Tri-Angle Sharpmaker”).

When sharpening alternate blade styles:
- Move 204 towards edge of table.
- Adjust to style of blade being sharpened.

**Hatchet**

- Start with Step #1, then proceed to Step #2 (reference page 3, 4).
- Similar to sharpening plain edge knives.
- Start with heel of hatchet in center of flat stone.
- Keep blade straight up and down.
- Stroke down stone, pulling towards you to sharpen entire blade.
- Alternate from side to side.

**Caution:** Sharpening is an inherently dangerous activity. This product should always be used with the safety rods in place and with the utmost care and caution.
**Hawkbill Blade**

- Use Step #3 only (reference page 4).
- Similar to sharpening plain or serrated edge knives.

---

**Alternate Blade Shapes**

- Use Step #3 only (reference page 5).
- Similar to sharpening plain or serrated edge knives.

---

*Caution: Sharpening is an inherently dangerous activity. This product should always be used with the safety rods in place and with the utmost care and caution.*
Scissors Sharpening

Remember:
• Use both safety rods, keeping hand behind and below rods.
• Be sure that 204 and tool to be sharpened are both clean (for instructions on how to clean your 204, please see section titled “Cleaning Your Tri-Angle Sharpmaker”).

12.5° Angle*

• Use 12.5° angle slot on base.
• Start with Step #1, then continue through Step #2, Step #3, & Step #4 (reference page 4-5).
• Use 3-to-1 ratio to back off burr (as described in subsection titled “Serrated Edge (40° Angle) - Alternate Single Bevel” - page 7).
• Place one stone in end hole of base with working surface facing upwards (hole is keyed to use both corners and flats of stones).
• Place Sharpmaker near edge of table.
• Hold blade straight up and down.
• Pull towards you, making sure to sharpen heel to tip.
• As with knives, apply approximately 20 strokes on each blade for each of the four steps.
• For lefthanded scissors, reverse position of 204, sharpen using left hand.

* This applies to most scissors.
• Start with Step #1, then continue through Step #2, Step #3, & Step #4 (reference page 3-5).
• Use 3-to-1 ratio to back off burr (as described in subsection titled “Serrated Edge (40° Angle) - Alternate Single Bevel” - page 7).
• Some shears have a bevel that is radical by normal standards - these are sharpened as regular shears, but instead of keeping blade straight up and down, shear blade may be laid over until bevel is flat against stone (i.e. adjust to alternate factory angle).
• To deburr the blades lead with cutting edge.

Caution: Sharpening is an inherently dangerous activity. This product should always be used with the safety rods in place and with the utmost care and caution.
**Tin Snips**

- Start with Step #1, then proceed to Step #2 (reference page 4).
- Similar to sharpening 12.5° or alternate scissors.

**Thinning Shears**

- Use Step #4 only (reference page 5).
- Use 3-to-1 ratio to back off burl (as described in subsection titled “Serrated Edge (40° Angle) - Alternate Single Bevel” - page 7).
- Sharpen only blade side of shear (do not sharpen forked side).
- Similar to sharpening 12.5° or alternate scissors.
Sharpening Using Flat Surface #1 (Top of 204)

Remember:
- Be sure that 204 and tool to be sharpened are both clean (for instructions on how to clean your 204, please see section titled "Cleaning Your Tri-Angle Sharpmaker").
- (Safety rods are not used to protect hand when sharpening tools in this section).

When sharpening using flat surface #1:
- Hold base using stone inserted into 12.5° angle hole.

![Pinking Shears*](image)

- Start with Step #2, then proceed to Step #4 (reference page 4-5).
- For each pinking shear blade, hold blade straight up and down.
- Pull towards you while cutting along full length of stone.
- Be sure to sharpen entire blade from heel to tip.
- Never sharpen between teeth of pinking shears.

* Be sure to tighten tension screw holding two blades together prior to sharpening.


**Straight Razor**

- Use Step #4 only (reference page 5).
- Place cutting edge and back edge flat on stone in flat working position.
- Stroke stone from heel to toe of blade, alternating sides and leading with cutting edge of razor.
- Maintain even pressure and continue until desired sharpness is produced.
- Polish razor on leather strop, trailing with the cutting edge.
- Strop both sides of razor.

---

There are no safety measures for this activity. Please use carefully as described.
Sharpening Using Flat Surface #2 (Bottom of 204)

Remember:
- Be sure that 204 and tool to be sharpened are both clean (for instructions on how to clean your 204, please see section titled “Cleaning Your Tri-Angle Sharpmaker”).
- (Safety rods are not used to protect hand when sharpening tools in this section).

When sharpening using flat surface #2:
- Treat like a benchstone.
- Use one of three options for support
  lid
  safety rods
  none

- Start with Step #2, then proceed to Step #4 (reference page 4-5).
- Use stone in flat working position, lying flat in horizontal groove in handle of base.
- Place chisel on flat of stone with one corner on stone.
- Match bevel and stroke length of stone, moving stone diagonally until entire blade is edged.

There are no safety measures for this activity. Please use carefully as described.
• Use Step #4 only (reference page 5).

• Use stone in flat working position, lying flat in horizontal groove in handle of base.
• Place plane blade on flat of stone with one corner on stone.
• Match bevel and stroke length of stone, moving stone diagonally until entire blade is edged.

There are no safety measures for this activity. Please use carefully as described.
Wood Gouge

- Start with Step #2, then continue with Step #4 (reference page 5).
- Straight edges:
- Sharpen like a chisel, but sharpen both side alternately.
- Rounded gouges:
- Place stone in flat working position with groove up.
- Set edge in groove at proper bevel and rotate edge from one side to the other while stroking the length of the groove in stone.
- Use corner of white stone to cut off any burr that might develop on concave side of gouge (two or three strokes should remove burr).
- Wood gouges require a very sharp finish and it is recommended that you finish on the white stone.

There are no safety measures for this activity. Please use carefully as described.
Shop Tools Sharpening

Remember:
• Be sure that 204 and tool to be sharpened are both clean (for instructions on how to clean your 204, please see section titled “Cleaning Your Tri-Angle Sharpmaker”).
• (Safety rods are not used to protect hand when sharpening tools in this section).

Many of the following:
• Use Step #2 or Step #4 (or both).
• Use stone as file (i.e. hand held).

Wire Cutters

• Start with Step #2, then proceed to Step #4 (reference page 4-5).
• Use single stone as file.
• Use your finger as guide to maintain bevel.
• Use gray stone for shaping (rubbing back and forth until edge is sharp), then finish with white stone.

Paddle Bit

• Start with Step #2, then proceed to Step #4 (reference page 4-5).
• Paddle bits are easily sharpened using single stone as file
• Place bit securely in vise to eliminate movement.
• Use finger as guide to maintain bevel.
• Rub back and forth until sharp.
Router Bit

- Start with Step #2, then proceed to Step #4 (reference page 4-5).

- Use one stone in upright position.
- Use gray stone until edge is sharp, then use white stone to finish.
- Lay inside of flute flush against flat surface of stone and rub up and down until sharp.
- Never sharpen outside of bit, as it changes size and shape of cut.
- One or two strokes on outside bevel should remove any burr that develops.
- Carbide bits take longer to sharpen than tool steel bits.

* Be sure to remove any bearing guides prior to sharpening.
**Screwdrivers**

- Use Step #2 only (reference page 4).
- Straight screwdrivers:
  - Place in vise to restrict movement.
  - Use gray stone as file to square off end and sides.
- Phillips screwdrivers:
  - Place in vise to restrict movement.
  - Use gray stone to straighten insides of grooves.

**Dental Tools**

- Use Step #4 only (reference page 5).
- Adjust to style of tool being sharpened.
Pointed Objects

Fish hooks are sharpened on the tip using one of two methods:
- Rub point of hook up and down in groove while rocking hook from side to side (large hooks).
- Hold two stones adjacent and rub hook back and forth in groove between stones (small hooks).

Other pointed objects (awls, darts, leather needles, etc.):
- Put one stone in position for knives (flat grooved side up).
- Use groove in gray stone to shape tip; use groove in white stone to sharpen point.
- Hold tool straight up and down and rotate in fingers while rubbing up and down.
**Needles**

- Needles:
- Use Step #3 only (reference page 5).

- Put one stone in position for knives (flat grooved side up).
- Use groove in white stone to sharpen point.
- Hold tool straight up and down and rotate in fingers while rubbing up and down.

---

**Potato Peelers**

- Use Step #3 only (reference page 5).

- Using corner of stone, rub back and forth from inside of peeler to deburr and align cutting edges.
- Lightly run corner of stone from heel to tip (like peeling a carrot).
Nail Clippers

- Use Step #4 only (reference page 5).
- Hold clippers with blades open.
- Place thumb and forefinger on either side to keep stone from sliding off edge.
- Stroke across entire edge with stone.

Cuticle Nippers

- Use Step #4 only (reference page 5).
- Use single stone as file.
- Use your finger as guide to maintain bevel.

Cleaning Your Tri-Angle Sharpmaker

When the abrasive areas of your stones are covered with steel, it is time to clean them. All of our stones are dishwasher and autoclave safe. In addition, steel particles can be removed from any of the stones using a powdered abrasive cleanser and a scouring pad. Do not be concerned if the ceramic does not clean completely for the first few washings - this is normal.
F A I R ,  H O N E S T &  P R O P E R  W A R R A N T Y

Authentic Spyderco products - the results of our best efforts - are fine-tuned from design to materials and craftsmanship. When properly maintained, these high performance tools make a worthy investment.

Spyderco is a unique and innovative company and we rarely follow the lead of others. Our warranty policy is also unlike that of most manufacturers. We are committed to sharing honest information and solutions with you, the end-line user of our products. We design and build products that will normally last a lifetime or longer if they are used and cared for properly. As with any tool, you may use up their value prematurely or they may fail to perform if they are not used or cared for properly. If a product fails to function as it was designed, regardless of its age, we will examine its condition upon return, identify why it failed and respond in a fair, honest and proper manner. If we determine that a Spyderco product has defects in manufacturing or materials, it is our responsibility to repair or replace that product with the same model (or one of equal value). In the case of loss, or in the case of damage caused by abuse, misuse, accident, neglect, disassembly, or improper use, a product will not be covered by Spyderco’s warranty. However, if a repair is possible, we will use our best judgement in improving the condition of a product not covered by the warranty. If we are unable to improve the condition of the product, we will return it to you with a recommendation that it be retired from use.

Please direct all inquiries regarding warranties to our mailing address, toll free number, fax, email, or web site. Packages directed to Spyderco should be sent UPS or registered mail (for tracking purposes) with a complete name, UPS-deliverable street address, daytime phone number, and a description of the concern. Outbound warranty shipments from Spyderco will be returned to the dealer or retail customer as directed.

Spyderco, Inc. Phone: (800) 525-7770 or (303) 279-8383
Attn: Customer Service Fax: (303) 278-2229
820 Spyderco Way Email: customerservice@spyderco.com
Golden, CO 80403 U.S.A. spyderco.com

Any dispute arising from or concerning this warranty shall be finally settled by binding arbitration to be held in Denver, Colorado. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

RELEASE, ASSUMPTION OF RISK, WAIVER OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT. By purchasing any item produced by Spyderco, Inc., the buyer expressly warrants that he/she is in compliance with all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding the purchase, ownership and use of the item. The buyer expressly agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Spyderco, Inc. for all claims resulting directly or indirectly from the purchase, ownership or use of the item in violation of applicable federal, state and local laws or regulations.

Tri-Angle Sharpmaker is a recognized trademark of Spyderco, Inc. The following marks and designs are registered trademarks of Spyderco, Inc.: Spyderco, Spyder Bug Design. This Spyderco, Inc. product is covered by the following patents: D406038, DE3041584A1, GB2084058, 1130567 & 4231194.

© 2005. All rights reserved. All product names, art and text herein are the property of Spyderco, Inc. and may not be reproduced in part or whole without the sole written permission of Spyderco, Inc.
Integrity Is Being Good
Even if No One is Watching™
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